
Supplemental Materials

In: The first step in solving the problem is to prop the door open with tape. This means your cat
will now be able to see through to the other side; your cat will likely begin using the kitty
door immediately. Once your cat has gotten used to using the kitty door, remove the tape.
Sometimes cats will continue to use the kitty door without any more prompting.

Out: The first step in resolving the problem is to prop the gate with tape. This implies that your
cat will shortly be enabled to see through to the other side; your cat will likely immediately
begin using the kitty door. Remove the tape when your cat has got used to using the kitty door.
Sometimes cats will continue to use the kitty gate without any more command.

Scores: USE: 0.9835 ROUGE-L: 0.6102 BLEU: 0.6858

In: I do well in school, and people think I am smart because of it. But its not true. In fact, three
years ago I struggled in school. However, two years ago I decided to get serious about school
and made a few changes. First, I decided I would become interested in whatever was being
taught, regardless of what other people thought. I also decided I would work hard every day
and never give up on any assignment.

Out: I do well in school, and individuals believe that I am intelligent because of it. But it’s not true.
In fact, three years ago I struggled in school. I decided I would become interested in whatever
was taught, regardless of what other people thought. I also decided I would work every day
and never give up on any task.

Scores: USE: 0.9380 ROUGE-L: 0.6929 BLEU: 0.6221

In: There are three reasons why Canada is one of the best countries in the world. First, Canada has
an excellent health care system. All Canadians have access to medical services at a reasonable
price. Second, Canada has a high standard of education. Students are taught by well-trained
teachers and are encouraged to continue studying at university. Finally, Canada’s cities are
clean and efficiently managed. Canadian cities have many parks and lots of space for people to
live. As a result, Canada is a desirable place to live.

Out: There are three main reasons why Canada is one of the finest locations in the globe. First,
Canada has an excellent health care system. All Canadians have access to medical care at a
reasonable cost. Second, Canada has a high standard of education. Students are taught by well-
trained teachers and are urged to continue studying at university. Finally, Canada’s cities are
clean and efficiently managed with many parks and lots of room for living, as a consequence,
Canada is a desirable location.

Scores: USE: 0.9775 ROUGE-L: 0.6832 BLEU: 0.7182
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